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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Excel Publishers is a publishing firm that aims at providing online knowledge to people both
locally and internationally. People have increasingly become busy with tighter schedules at
work, family engagements and desire to do more with less time, and therefore online resources
come in handy. It is also an opportunity that Excel Publishers consider niche with people
becoming increasingly aware of the need to save our environment for sustainable development to
support the present and future generations. Now a days people have become busy and do not
want to go to the libraries to acquire knowledge by reading hard copy materials but wants to
access knowledge through online methods form anywhere and also at any time.
Excel Publishers aims at providing knowledge age economy with information which is easily
accessible, easy to store and retrieve and also easy to manage. The firm aims at providing
solutions to bulky hard copy reading materials and making it easier by accessing such
information on online platforms.
By focusing on its strengths, its key customers, and the underlying values they need, Excel
Publishers will increase sales to more than Ksh.10 million in three years, while also improving
the gross margin on sales and cash management and working capital.
This business plan leads the way. It renews our vision, mission and strategic focus: adding value
to our target market segments, the small business and high-end home office users, in our local
market. It also provides the step-by-step plan for improving our sales, gross margin, and
profitability.
A business plan will help us to:
 clarify our business idea
 spot potential problems
 set out our goals
 measure the progress
We will need a business plan if we want to secure investment or a loan from a bank. It will also
help to convince customers, suppliers and potential employees to support us.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background Information
Our Business name is Excel Publishers. It is publishing firm that targets online learners in the
knowledge age economy. People have increasingly become busy with tighter schedules at work,
family engagements and desire to do more with less time, and therefore online resources come in
handy. It is also an opportunity that Excel Publishers consider niche with people becoming
increasingly aware of the need to save our environment for sustainable development to support
the present and future generations.
1.1 Objectives


Avail information resources economically, sustainably and more user friendly.



Growing sales to more than Kshs. 10 million by the third year.



Grow gross margin back up to above 25% and maintain that level.



Sell Ksh.2 million of subscription and support by the third year.

1.2 Mission
Excel Publishers mission is “to provide digital information resources to the generations for
economic development”
Excel Publishers is built on the assumption that we are in the knowledge age economy and
people are searching for information resource materials in any format but preferably digital for
easier accessibility, storage and management. Organizations whether big or small have turned to
electronic information access for almost any question one would wish to ask. This is evident in
home, offices, churches, public transport, workshops, research centers, hospitals, institutions
among others.
1.3 Slogan
People perish "due to lack of knowledge’ hence we will avail knowledge and have it accessible
by all.
Book distributors, booksellers, relevant institutions/organizations, interested groups and
individuals have no much time consulting and carrying along hard copies of books rather they
prefer soft copies that are easily portable and consume less storage space.
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Clients require easy access to information hence the need to find quality vendors of reliable
service and any related information seeking support. They need to use these quality vendors as
they use their other professional service suppliers, as trusted allies. Excel Publishers is such a
vendor. It serves its clients as a trusted ally, providing them with the loyalty of a business partner
and the economics of an outside vendor. We make sure that our clients have what they need and
serve them with maximum efficiency and reliability. We give our clients the assurance that we
will be there when they need us.
1.4 Keys to Success
1. Differentiate from the use of hard cover publications by replacing with online
publications that are easier to access and store, therefore, we will offer, deliver service
and support and charge competitively for our services.
2. Increase gross margin to more than 25%.
3. Increase online subscription sales to 20% of the total sales by the third year.
4. Improve on inventory turnover to 6 turns next year, 7 in 2017, and 8 in 2018
1.5 Company Summary
Excel Publishers is a 10-year-old Publishing firm with sales of ksh.7 million per year, declining
margins, and market pressure. It has a good reputation, excellent people, and a steady position in
the local market, but has been having trouble maintaining healthy financials.
1.6 Company Ownership
Excel Publishers is a privately-held Company owned in majority by its founder and CEO
Jackline Rutto. There are six part owners, including four investors and two past employees. The
largest of these (in percent of ownership) are William Musau, our attorney, and Caroline Kaveye,
our public relations consultant and business developer. Neither owns more than 15%, but both
are active participants in management decisions.

1.7 Company history
Financial statement
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Excel Publishers has been caught in the vise grip of margin squeezes that have hard copy
publishers and distributors locally and beyond. Although the chart titled Past Financial
Performance shows that we have had healthy growth in sales it also shows declining gross
margin and declining profits.
The more detailed numbers in Table 2.2 include other indicators of some concerns. The
percentage (%) gross margin has been declining steadily, as we see in the chart. Inventory
turnover is getting steadily worse.
All of these concerns are part of the general trends affecting Publishers. The margin squeeze is
happening throughout the Publishing industry worldwide and measures must be taken to address
the emerging issues.
Table 1: Balance sheet 2013
Past performance

2011 (Ksh)

2012 (Ksh)
4,661,902

2013 (Ksh)

Sales

3,773,889

Gross

1,189,495

Gross % Calculated

31.52%

Operating expenses

752,083

Collection Period

35

40

45
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6
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1,269,261
27.23%
902,500

5,301,059
1,127,568
21.27%
1,052,917

(days)
Inventory Turnover

SHORT TERM ASSETS

LONG TERM ASSETS

Cash - Ksh.55,432

Capital Assets - Ksh.350,000
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Accounts receivable - Ksh. 395,107

Accumulated Depreciation - Ksh.50,000

Inventory - Ksh.651, 012

Total Long-term Assets - Ksh.300,000

Other Short-term Assets - Ksh. 25,000

Total Assets - Ksh. 1,426,551

Total Short-term Assets - Ksh. l,126,551

Debt and Equity

Other Inputs: 2013

Accounts Payable - Ksh.223,897

Payment days 30

Short-term Notes - Ksh.90,000

Sales on credit - Ksh.3,445,688

Other ST Liabilities - Ksh. 15,000

Receivables turnover 8.72

Subtotal Short-term Liabilities - Ksh.328,897

Long-term Liabilities - Ksh.284, 862

Total Liabilities - Ksh.613,759

Paid in Capital - Ksh.500,000

Retained Earnings - Ksh.238,140

Total Equity - Ksh.812, 792

Total Debt and Equity - Ksh. 1,426,551
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1.8 Company Locations and Facilities
We have one location— a 7,000 square foot store in a suburban shopping center located
conveniently close to the downtown area. It includes a training center, service department,
offices, and warehouse.
1.9 Products and Services
Excel Publishers sells information resource materials in form of hard copies books. Ultimately,
we hope to transit to online subscriptions and sales. We sell reliability, and confidence. We sell
the assurance to small business people to know that their business will not suffer an information
and knowledge starvation.
Excel Publishers serves its clients as a trusted ally, providing them with the loyalty of a business
partner and the economics of an outside vendor. We make sure that our clients have what they
need to run their business as well as possible, with maximum efficiency and reliability. Since
many of our information applications are mission critical, we give our clients the confidence that
we will be there when they need us.
1.10 Product and Service Description
In hard book copies, we support two main versions:
The soft cover titles which are less expensive but not durable since the papers and the cover are
not necessarily of high quality hence the low costs. We get the best sales due to the low cost. We
sell them especially to tertiary institutions, research centers among others.
The hard cover titles are slightly expensive but have a steady market due to their durability
especially the Universities, middle level institutions among others who are ever stocking and
replenishing their resource centers.
Both hard covers and soft covers are content specific and geared towards respective disciplines
hence the market is normally ready for the products. We have networks all over the country and
regionally who sell the products on our behalf with good commissions. As we have established
our name in the market, introduction of online publications will be easy. Our brand still
commands a lot of faith and integrity in the market hence the choice to keep pace with
information explosion and technology. We will enter into agreements with authors to go digital
hence have the existing hard copies digitized and have them accessed online
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1.11 Competitive Comparison
The only way we can hope to differentiate well is to define the vision of the company to be a
world class publisher of e- publications for all to our clients. We will be able to compete in an
effective way with foreign publishers who currently are detached from current local information
needs
The benefits we sell include many intangibles: confidence, reliability, knowing that somebody
will be there to answer questions and help at the important times.
These are complex products, products that require serious knowledge and experience. Our
competitors sell few local contents.
Unfortunately, we cannot sell the products at a higher price just because we offer services; the
market has shown that it will not support that concept. We have to also sell the service and
charge for it separately.
1.12 Sales Literature
Copies of our brochure and advertisements will be tailored to selling the company. Of course one
of our first tasks will be to change the message of our literature to make sure we are selling the
company, rather than the product. Our brand name sells itself to clients hence the selfexplanatory sales literature since clients are familiar with our brand. We shall approach
respective blogs to host our sales literature.
1.13 Sourcing
Our costs are part of the margin squeeze. As competition on price increases, the squeeze between
manufacturer's price into channels and end-users ultimate buying price continues.
Our margins are thus being squeezed from the 25% of five years ago to more like 13-15% at
present. In the main-line peripherals a similar trend shows, with prices for hard cover declining
steadily. We are also starting to see that same trend with soft cover titles
In order to hold costs down as much as possible, we will concentrate contents refinement by
establishing through dialogue and e-discussions with clients, what their information needs are.
We need to concentrate on making sure our volume gives us negotiating strength.
In accessories and add-ons we can still get decent margins of between 25% to 40%.There will be
supplements for the updates from time to time.
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1.14 Technology
When one looks at the wealth of health knowledge available on the internet, CD-ROM and other
media, one has to conclude that there is certainly an ocean of it. In 2009, "74% of all U.S. adults
used the Internet, and 61% have looked for health or medical information on the Internet" (Fox
S, Jones S. The social life of Internet users. Washington, DC: Pew Internet & American Life
Project). Additionally "49% have accessed a website that provides information about a specific
medical condition or problem" [CDC/Atlanta? NCHS Data Brief, Number 66, July 2011, Use of
the Internet for Health Information: United States, (2009)]. So it looks like people out there are
quick to use their mobile, tablet or personal computer among other devices to access information
using the easiest means. Internet connectivity in Kenya has penetrated rural areas hence all the
reason to venture into online publications. In Kenya, 60% of the population use mobile for
communication. The use of technology to disseminate, transfer and share relevant knowledge is
mandatory in this era of knowledge economy hence the need to venture into online publications.
1.15 Future Products and Services
We must remain on top of the new technologies, because this is our bread and butter. For
networking, we need to provide better knowledge of cross platform technologies. Also, we are
under pressure to improve our understanding of direct-connect internet and related
communications. Finally, although we have a good command of desktop publishing, we are
concerned about getting better at the integration of technologies that will create better, know
ledge transfers and sharing through respective platforms.

MARKETING PLAN
2.1

Market Analysis Summary

Excel Publishers focuses on local markets - booksellers, book distributors, supermarkets,
research centers, schools, colleges, universities, home office, with special focus on the high-end
11

home offices and online learners. All the above will be ready clients for the online publication
program.
2.2

Market Segmentation

The segmentation allows some room for estimates and non specific definitions. We focus on a
medium level of small business, and it is hard to find information to make an exact classification.
Our target companies are large enough to need the high-quality online publication we offer, We
say that our target market has 10-50 employees, and needs 5-20 workstations tied together in a
local area network which extends to two East African countries.
We generally know the characteristics of our target market, but we may not find easy
classifications that fit into available demographics. The high-end home office business is a
business, not a hobby. It generates enough money to merit the owner's paying real attention to
the quality of online information materials, meaning that there is both budget and concerns that
warrant working with our level of quality service and support. Studies have shown that clients
turn to internet for quick solutions hence the need to classify the literacy levels and the fields
generally sought by respective clients. Kenya's blue print 'Vision 2030' aims to transform Kenya
into a newly industrializing middle income country providing a high quality life to all citizens by
the year 2030. We must thus leverage on Science, Technology and Innovation as a guide as we
explore what knowledge the clients would be searching in a bid to meet demands in respective
sectors.
2.3 Industry Analysis
We are part of information selling and reselling business. Publishing will include updating and
reprinting previous editions in electronic version.
Most of online publications dealers depend on overseas publications offering only a small
amount of service and support to the local consumers. Few consumers go for them since the
publications contents are not relating to the local needs. Their services and support is not usually
very good and their prices are relatively high in comparison with the local buying/purchasing
power'
The market is served increasingly by mail order businesses that offer aggressive pricing of
information resource product. This point to the need for aggressive online businesses .Online
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information provision through publishing and repackaging of publications will be readily
received. This seems a very good option
2.4 Industry Participants
Foreign publishers are well represented here but most of the content is not locally based. They
however benefit from the fact that we have had no local competitor who is strong enough to meet
the local information needs online.
Our brand name is very visible all over the country therefore we will ride on the brand as we
embark on the new product.
Local publishers are threatened. The publishing firms tend to be businesses owned by people
who started them because they capitalized on Kenya's education sector. They are undercapitalized and under-managed. Margins will be squeezed as they compete against similar
products availed online in a competition highly based on service and support thereby base the
pricing on the market purchasing power .Excel Publishers will easily penetrate the industry and
make an impact in online publishing and distribution using her already well-known brand.
2.5 Distribution Patterns
Buyers are accustomed to buying from booksellers who visit their offices, or from bookshops.
They expect the booksellers to visit their offices to make their sales or to get the publications
from the hawkers and more so from the books retailers found in estates and market stalls.
Through aggressive advertising on the internet distribution will follow the subscription pattern
We expect our home office target buyers to buy from us as our prizes will be quite fair in relation
to the prizes of our competitors who are foreign hence base their expenses such as salaries with
their home country structures which translates to triple the local salaries in respective positions.
2.6 Competition and Buying Patterns
The business buyers understand the concept of service and support and are much more likely to
pay for it when the offering is clearly stated. There is no doubt that we compete much more
against foreign publishers that are based locally than against other small online service providers.
Our focus group sessions indicated that our target clients are price sensitive but would still
subscribe online based on service quality if the offering were properly presented. We have very
good indications that many would rather pay 10-20% more for a relationship with a long-term
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supplier who is always ready to provide alternatives if the subject area is not well covered within
the stock at hand. Availability is therefore very important. Most of the clients tend to want
immediate answers to their questions.
2.7

Main Competitors

Publishers whose parent companies are based overseas are the main competitors. We have three
publishers within the range of one kilometer. Two of the publishers are separated by one block of
building while the third publisher is a few meters from us. If our strategy works, we will have
differentiated ourselves sufficiently and they will no longer be direct competitors.
Strengths: national image, high volume, aggressive pricing, economics of scale.
Weaknesses: lack of product, service and support knowledge, lack of personal attention.
Other local Publishers:
Two publishers are both in the downtown area. They are both competing against the foreign
publishers in an attempt to match prices. When asked, the owners will complain that margins are
squeezed by the foreign publishers and customers buy based on price only. They say they tried
offering online publications and that buyers did not care, instead preferring lower prices. Market
surveys indicate that they did not really offer relevant content, and also that they did not
differentiate from the required disciplines in respective sectors.
2.8 Market Analysis
The home offices in Kenya are an important growing market segment. Nationally, there are
approximately 30 million home offices, and the number is growing at 10% per year. Our
estimate in this plan for the home offices in our market service area is based on an analysis
published four months ago in the local newspaper.
Home offices include several types. The most important, for our plan's focus, are the home
offices that are the only offices of real businesses, from which people make their primary living.
These are likely to be professional services such as graphic artists, writers and consultants, some
accountants and the occasional lawyer, doctor, or dentist. There are also part-time home offices
with people who are employed during the day but work at home at night, people who work at
home to provide themselves with a part-time income, or people who maintain home offices in
relation to their hobbies.
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Small business within our market includes virtually any business with retail, office, professional,
or industrial location outside of someone's home, and fewer than 30 employees. We estimate
45,000 such businesses in our market area. The 30-employee cutoff is arbitrary. We find that
higher and middle level institutions turn to booksellers, but we can sell online publications to
departments within the same institutions.
2.9 Strategy and Implementation Summary
2.9.1 Emphasize service and support
We must differentiate ourselves from other publishers. We need to establish our business
offering as a clear and viable alternative for our target market.
2.9.2 Build a relationship-oriented business
Build long-term relationships with clients, not single-transaction deals with customers. Become
their publishing house not just a distributor. We will make them understand the value of the
relationship.
2.9.3 Focus on target markets
We need to focus our offerings on small business as the key market segment we should own.
This means the 5-20 unit system, tied together in a local area network, in a company with 5-50
employees. Our services - designing, developing, printing, service, support, knowledge are more
clearly differentiated in this segment.
As a consequence, the high end of the home office market is also appropriate. We do not want to
compete for the buyers who go to the chain stores or mail order, but we definitely want to be able
to sell information to buyers who want a reliable, full-service knowledge provider.
2.9.4 Differentiate and fulfill the promise
We cannot just market and sell service and support; we must actually deliver as well. We need to
make sure we have the knowledge-intensive business and service-intensive business we claim to
have.
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3

ORGANIZATIONAL AND MANAGEMENT PLAN
3.1 Governance

The top governing unit of Excel Publishers will be steered by a board of directors that would be
charged with key corporate responsibilities and will steer the strategic plan of the business.
3.2 Form of Business
Excel Publishers was duly registered as private Limited Corporation in 2008 under the
Companies Act, Chapter 486 to advance education in Kenya. The firm is managed full time by a
Managing Director.
3.3 Staff capacity
Excel Publishers has a total of eleven employees who ensure timely designing, printing,
marketing and distribution of resource materials. We also have a few staff who ensure the
welfare of the employees. Employees are competitively sourced both nationally and regionally.
3.4 Skill development and continuous improvement
The staffs are offered continuous learning opportunities in order to ensure that they remain
relevant. The market has a high expectation on them to understand and provide solutions to any
querries they may have and therefore Excel Publishers invest knowledge and skills in their
employees.

Employees also take initiative to look for relevant and interesting areas of

knowledge and request for sponsorship.

3.5 Reward system
Excel Publishers have structured salaries and allowances which quite enhance uniformity.
Employees are satisfied that longer service and better qualifications coupled with appraisal
reports lead to better remunerations. Excel Publishers endeavor to remain an equal opportunity
provider in order to attract and retain the best talent.
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3.6 Organization Chart

Board of Directors

Managing Directors

Technical Manager

Operations Manager

Procurement
Officer

Finance & Administrative
Officer

Business
Development
Manager

Administrative Assistant

Cleaner/Cook

Driver

Security

Figure2: Organizational chart
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3.7 Organization structure

Employee(s)

No.

Qualification

Managing Director

1

 Should hold a Masters Degree in Library Studies
and/or Education Administration
 Have accounting qualification (At least CPA II)
 5 Years’ experience

Technical Manager

1

 Degree in Graphics Design
 Diploma in Information Technology
 3 years’ experience

Operations Manager

1

 Degree in Business/Economics
 Diploma in Project Management
 3 years’ experience

Business
Manager

Development

1

 Degree in Marketing
 Diploma in Public Relations or Communication an
added advantage
 3 years’ experience

Finance & Administrative
Officer

1

 Degree in B Commerce
 Diploma in Human Resource Management
 CPA (K)

 1 year experience in a busy environment

Procurement Officer

 Degree in Procurement
 Diploma in Purchasing and Supplies an added
advantage
 Membership in a relevant body
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 1 year experience in a busy environment
Administrative Assistant

1

 Higher Diploma in Secretarial Studies
 Diploma in Management
 Fluent in English and Swahili
 1 year experience in a busy environment

Driver/Office Assistant

 KCSE qualification
 Clean Driving License
 A certificate of good conduct

Cleaner

 KCSE qualification
 Certificate in Food and Beverages
 A certificate of good conduct

Security Guard

 KCSE qualification
 A certificate of good conduct
 1 year experience in a security firm

Figure 4: Organizational structure

Chapter 4: FINANCIAL PLAN
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4.1 Sales Forecast
The online sales will increase to about Ksh.2 million total in the third year as we continue
analyzing the ever changing information needs .We shall have convinced the market on value for
their money by increasing the number of online publications. Through online dialogue sessions
4.2 Startup Summary
93% of start up costs will go to assets.
The building will be purchased with a down payment of Ks. 400,000 on a 20-year mortgage. The
server and the heavy duty machine will cost about Ksh 900,000.
Startup costs will be financed through a combination of owner investment, short-term loans, and
long-term borrowing. The startup chart shows the distribution of financing.
Other miscellaneous expenses include:
1. Marketing/advertising consultancy fees of ksh.20, 000 for designing our grand-opening
advertisements and brochures, newsletters etc.
2. Consultancy - organization Information Management systems (ksh.33, 000).
3. Web designing consultancy fees for digital repositories (ksh.53, 500)
Online Publishing enhances information access by all interested clients. Market dictates quick
ways to access the same at any time needed. An online publication meets that demand quite well.

Table 4: PROJECTED INCOME STATEMENT FOR EXCEL PUBLISHERS
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Income
Sales
expenses
Operating expenses
Salaries and wages
Advertisement and
promotion
ICT
Licenses
Total operating
expenses B
NET OPERATING
LOSS/INCOME
Interest on Loan
@10% p.a.
Net Income Before
Tax
Less Tax (30%)
Net Income After Tax

2015
4,320,OOO

2016
5,249,234

2017
6,278,987

536,OOO
1200000
300000

513,280
1200000
300000

501,789
12000000
300000

600000
100000
2,736000

700000
100000
2,813,280

800000
100000
2,901,789

1,584,000

2,435,954

3,377,198

25000

30000

45000

1,559,000

2405954

3332198

467,700
1,091,300

721,786.20
1,684,167.80

999,659.40
2,332,538.60

Table 5: PROJECTED CASHFLOW STATEMENT

2015

Cash Inflows
Income from Operations
Depreciation

2016
2017
1,00,000
2,500,000
3,000,000
75,000
75,000
75,000

Total Cash Inflows
Cash Outflows

250,000

2,425,000

2,925,000

Long Term Debt Financing
Net cash Flows
Cash at Beginning of Period
Cash at End of Period

100,000
150,000
200,000
350,000

100,000
2,325,000
300,000
2,625,000

100,000
2,835,000
300,000
2,535,000

Table 5: PROJECTED BALANCE SHEET FOR EXCEL PUBLISHERS
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ASSETS
Fixed Assets

2015

2016

2017

Computers
Less Depreciation

1,631,300
40,000

2,024,168
40,000

2,172,539
40,000

Net Asset Value

1,591,300

1,984,168

2,132,539

200,000

200,000

200,000

1,791,300

2,184,168

2,332,539

Cash at hand and bank

350,000

400,000

300,000

Total Current Assets

350,000

400,000

300,000

2,141,300

2,584,168

2,632,539

Long Term Loan
Other Loans

1,000,000
-

850,000
-

250,000
-

Total Loan

1,000,000

850,000

250,000

50,000

50,000
1,684,168

50,000

Other Assets
Total Fixed Assets
Current Assets

Total Assets
Liabilities

Owner’s Equity
Retained Earnings

1,091,300

Total Equity

1,141,300

1,734,168

2,382,539

Total Liabilities and Equity

2,141,300

2,584,168

2,632,539

Table 6: POTENTIAL RISK ANALYSIS
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2,332,539

RISK
Accuracy of content

IMPACT LIKELIHOOD MITIGATION
To ensure everything that is published is edited
High
Low
by well qualified senior editors.

Poor cash flows

High

High

Acquire finances from a bank

Not meeting deadline

High

Low

Observe deadline all the time

Cost of repair to
equipment

High

High

Ensure machines acquired have warranties

Copyright infringement

High

High

Staff turnover

Moderate

Low

Have better term of employment to employees

Poor business
management

High

High

Employ qualified staff

Have good understanding of copyright laws

REFERENCES
1. www.great business.gov.uk - How to write a business plan - guide
2. www. entrepreneur, com
3. Vision 2030 Blue Print 2009

Appendix I
ACTION PLAN: EXCEL PUBLISHERS
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PLANNED

TIMEFRAME (BY

ACTIVITIES

WHEN)

Identify the product

REQUIREMENTS

RESPONSIBLE

Technical Team

CEO, Attorney and

Nov. 2014

Business
[Senior

developer
Management

Team - (SMT) ]
Design the Product

Oct. Nov. and Dec Finance/
2014

Sensitize the
Management

team Dec- Jan 2014

including

those

Technical SMT and Managers

support
Finance/ Technical

Business developer

support

Line

Managers

Production Managers

responsible to the two
East African states
Design of prototype

Packaging the

Dec-Jan 2015

Jan-Feb 2015

prototype

Finance/

Technical Business

Developer

support

Production Managers

Finance/ Technical

Production Manager

support

Marketing Manager
Resource

and

Mobilization
Manager(RMM)
Promotion of prototype March 2015

Finance/
support

Technical Senior

Management

Team
Marketing

(SMT)
Manager

Line Managers
Launch of prototype

April 2015

Finance/
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Technical SMT

support

Managers
senior staff

Appendix II
BUDGET
ITEM DESCRIPTION

AMOUNT
(KSH)

Publicity/promotion
8,000,000
Equipment - Furniture,
230,000
Computer installations, internet tracking,
35,000
Configuration
90,000
10 Computers and accessories
640,000
Labour - Scanning and indexing (during
digitization of hardcopies)

250,000

Launch
2,000,000
Web Redesigning
280,000
Dialogue Sessions ( with clients)
100,000
Fittings
3,000,000
Consultancies-Marketing - 20,000/= IMS -63,00/=
Digital Repositories 30,000/=
Meetings - workshops,
conferencing/skypes

seminars,

113,000

video
2,000,000

Internet Connection - Vendor fees x 3 years

900, 000

Contingencies 10%
1,474,000
18,212,000

TOTAL
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other

